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I. Projectwork - products 
 
The fountain has always been a symbol of wealth and source of life. It was built by man, 
served as the generation and supply of drinking water from ground water. His image has 
changed over the years. The first wells were simple since they only serve their purpose. The 
depths were built with stone or carved in the rock. The upper or top part was at the beginning 
of a wooden or stone, with the time they started to use the metal. Later he also got well 
aesthetic value. All the more varied its form and decoration, and they became the proud owner 
of the town or village. 
 
Many wells at ruin today because people are no longer required, as the water comes straight 
from the tap. Therefore, the restored fountains just for decoration, only here and there is 
someone who is still a "pond" water from it. Because I want to preserve cultural heritage and 
was a model and in pride, I decided to create a miniature fountain, hiding a most precious past 
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